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"Thousands of candles can be lighted from
a single candle and the life of the candle
will not be shortened" - Buddha
WE DEDICATE THE JANUARY EDITION "INSANIYAT",
OUR MONTHLY NEWSLETTER TO THE YOUTH OF OUR
NATION AND THEIR INDOMITABLE SPIRIT. OUR THEME
OF THIS MONTH IS “COMMUNITY: THE JOY OF GIVING
BACK”.

68TH REPUBLIC DAY
CELEBRATION

On the glorious occasion of our country ’ s 68th Republic Day, we at
Pranay invited 80+ children from Khadki slums and the students of
Project Vidyottama, to be a part of our campus celebrations. Their
arrival was followed by a cake cutting ceremony, a sumptuous lunch
and interaction with the student managers on campus. The afternoon
was spent catching up on animated shows with their friends in the
auditorium. After a string of fun activities, which included, showing
them animated movies on the screens of college auditorium among
others, all the children were given goody bags, on receiving which
they were elated. This event would not have been possible without the
support of our Director, Brig (Dr.) Rajiv Divekar, our faculty-incharge Dr. Pradnya Chitrao and the entire SIMS family.
A special thanks to student managers Vijaylakshmi Yadav, Gaurav
Dixit and Aaditee Rane from MBA Batch 2016-18 for their valuable
help and support.

- Usha Jangir & Sunidhi Bhattacharya (Executive Coordinator
Pranay)

–

A world without nouns
Sometimes, names add too much chaos and confusion in life in place of
adding clarity. The human mind is amazingly wired to expect,
experience and perceive external stimuli as instructed by its genetic
programming and the preconceived notion that it develops by the virtue
of the impression which its organic body records and stores while living
in the cobweb of materials and emotions known as society. After all,

‘ Purusa ’

and

‘ Prakriti ’

are the master controllers of human life; very

little control remains in the hands of the poor human being. Names are
important in the contemporary world to identify, to distinguish and to
segregate, the wise would say, but then, how would the wise defend the
validity of names when the same name is being interpreted to
stereotype, discriminate and alienate. Since time immemorial, human
beings have remained obsessed with two things, first being the name
and second being the value without recognizing the fact that the
obsession to name anything and everything and assigning tangible and
intangible values to them have given rise to all forms of violence and
slavery in this beautiful world created with love and crafted to
perfection by the Almighty and have bolstered noble efforts of many of
the sane people to make this world, a better place for all to thrive
together in symbiosis. To validate my claims, I would like to recall a
small but interesting incident from the timeline of my life.

Once, while on job, I was offered a posting at Lusaka, Zambia.
Although, I was very much interested at that point of time to be in the
midst of nature and wildlife, but had to pull out of the endeavour due to
apprehension of parents. Nevertheless, out of sheer inquisitiveness, I
called up one of the station representatives of our company who was
posted at our Lusaka facility situated very close to a national park and
the famous Zambezi River. I will not take his name as I said earlier, that
human mind is incredibly programmed to draw conclusions and I do not
want to add more confusion to the already chaotic world. That
representative of ours had earned himself the credential of being a good
cook along with being a good employee. Anyway, I asked him over the
VOIP,

“ Bhaiyya,

khaana kya milega, agar wahaan aaun to? ” (What

food will I get, should I decide to come over there?). No sooner did he
realize that I hail from a particular part of India widely recognized by
other fellow Indians due to their appetite for non-vegetarian food and
that I was a foodie too, he immediately jumped to conclusion and with
unfathomable enthusiasm, “ Sir, sab kuchh milega, jo aap bolo, khargosh
se leke hiran tak aur kachhue se leke gon tak, bas dariyai ghoda chhod
ke ” (Sir, you will get everything you ask for as a food starting from
rabbit to deer and from turtle to a monitor lizard, except a
hippopotamus). For the clarity of readers, hippopotamus is a respected
creature in Africa not because of any prevailing custom but due to the

fear it commands over the heart and mind of people. I was awestricken
by his sixth sense to anticipate about even the food habits of people
without meeting them in person (for the information of all, I am a strict
vegetarian). I thanked him for his generosity and kept the headphone
down. That is why my friends, I say that names, sometimes add to chaos
and confusion in life. Now, imagine with all your senses wide and open
and I am sure that you will be able to see that a world without nouns
would not have been divided into the West and the East, into Europe
and Asia, into Negroids, Australoids, Mongoloids or Caucasoids, into
Arabs, Americans, Indians or Chinese, into

“ North ”

and

“ South ”

Indians, into Biharis, Bengalis, North-Easterners, Tamilians,
Malayalees, Punjabis, Maharashtrians or Haryanvis, into a girl and a
boy. In the absence of nouns, perhaps we would have been spared the
bloodshed that we are forced to witness across the world in the name of
religion, race, caste, creed, gender and language. The absence of nouns
would have bound this world in a common thread of humanity, without
the temptation to prove a human superior in any respect to other fellow
humans. Perhaps, there would have been no kings and slaves then. The
common identity of being without a name would perhaps have
prevented narrow individual pride and its horrible byproducts
chauvinism, bigotry, fundamentalism and fanaticism from replacing the
love of a human being for a fellow human being. A world without

nouns would have kept humans as humans and would have created
room for compassion in human hearts in place of hatred. A world
without nouns is perhaps, a solution to the problems faced by the world
today. Some would argue that it will be a medieval thought to imagine a
world without nouns but I firmly believe that a little bit of
inconvenience is far better than the quantum of confusion and chaos
that comes along with the usage of nouns. Only then, would we be able
to harness the immense potential hidden in the words of the shlok,
"Ayam nijah paro veti ganana laghuchetasam, udaracharitanan tu
vasudhaiva kutumbakam" which means

“ This

person is my kin and that

one is alien ” such a thought occurs only to the narrow-minded people.
To the broad-minded person the whole world is one family.

- Team Pranay
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